
OZONE PARK VISITATION – JULY 2018 

Visitations have a threefold purpose for Leadership: to pray together and hear of the life and 
ministry of a community, to share the community story with the Province and to listen to a 

community’s concerns or hopes.  

 

Ozone Park, Gate of Heaven Church, Gate of 
Heaven School - how many memories those 
words evoke for Daughters of Wisdom and 
how many changes we have witnessed in them 
over the years. 

There is great sadness at the Montfort Fathers 
leaving Gate of Heaven. Over the century, 
theirs has been a rich legacy in Ozone Park 
along with the Daughters of Wisdom. Now 
three Daughters maintain a presence in the 
Church and School: Ann, Agnes and Evelyn.  

 

 

Sister Ann Gray replaced Sister Marie Sopr on the St. Mary Gate of Heaven Academy Board. The 
Academy Board has been working on a strategic plan for survival – a familiar situation in Catholic 
education in our times. Interculturality 
abounds in Ozone Park and is reflected 
in the school population which is 
primarily Hispanic, with a 40% Sikh 
and Hindu population as well. 

Fortunately, The Department of 
Education chose Gate of Heaven 
Academy for its program (Universal 
Pre-K) for 3 year olds. The school was 
chosen over others because of the 
excellent condition in which it is 
maintained. There are already 4 classes 
for 4 year olds. The monthly  facility 
rental income from the Department of 
Education will prove helpful. 

In the Church Ann trains lectors. She works with the Formation Committee to bring the Come and 
See Program to the Gate of Heaven Church. It focuses on discipleship and response to our 
Baptismal vocation. Four young women have come to repeated sessions. 



Ann’s Province involvement is known to all of us through her JPIC efforts. She also ministers 
through LCWR in an online program, “Transformational Leadership,” in which she mentors sisters 
new to leadership in their congregations 

Sister Agnes McColgan shared her ministry which stems from Gate of Heaven involvement. Agnes 
shared that she “feels an obligation to be with Isabelle- she is such a Woman of Wisdom.” Isabelle, 
98 years old, is from Gate of Heaven, and is now in a nursing home which Agnes visits daily.  
Agnes is an advocate for Isabelle’s needs and for others who need a voice for their well-being. In 
her words, “I am there to question- I only need to say hello to the residents and they are happy. For 
me we are all a part of God.” 

Agnes spoke of the multicultural realities right outside their door in the radically changed Ozone 
Park neighborhoods – a reflection of the changed population in Gate of Heaven Church and School. 

Sister Evelyn Eckhardt did not need to elaborate on her many ministries known to us in her 
community service to the Province and Congregation.  In addition to roles on the Leadership Team, 
as Treasurer, working with Formation, Evelyn responds to a call to be of service to the Chanticleer 
community - which takes time away from her own community.  Evelyn shared what a “great pull I 
experience regarding my love of Gate of Heaven and the joy I have always found in connecting 
with the people in parish life.” Evelyn continues to do spiritual direction with several religious.  

In reflecting on what the future holds for us as Daughters of Wisdom, the community responded: 
 Just being In touch with life and those around us – we do have something to offer -how we 

live- what we’re facing with each other 
 There are perks to being the “elderly” and living into these years… 
 The heart of who we are is how we relate- with those around us- with the differentness and 

the respect we have for one another  
 We are all about right relationship – have been saying that for years- and we take it to the 

very end of our lives. 

Our visit concluded around the table, 
delighting in the Ozone Park Community 
culinary skills! Thank you the many ways 
you bring Wisdom to our world, Ann, Agnes 
and Evelyn! 
     -Cathy Sheehan and Marie Chiodo 


